Quite generally, we consider a set ii, and a class T of triplets T=ip,a,p), where, in each T, (1) p is a measure on a subset A of Ci; (2) a is a p-integrable mapping from Ato Em; and (3) p is a p-measurable mapping from A to £". Denote the class of p-measurable sets in A by B.
Let fir, s) be a real function on D = (J(p X er) (4) in £" X £m, such that (4)/(r,s)^0, and (5) for each T = (p, er, p) e T, fipiw), ff(vv)) has an integral IiT) = iA)jfipiw),eriw))dp, finite or + oo. In particular, under conditions (2), (3), and (4), condition (5) is satisfied iff is continuous. We shall denote the inner product of two vectors x,x' by x • x', and the length of a vector x by | x |.
2. The semicontinuity theorem. For a particular triplet T=(p,ff,p), consider the following conditions.
(6) The measure p is finite. At p-almost every v e A, There exists a topology G on A such that G s ß and p is regular with respect to G in the sense that (8) for any set B e B and any e > 0, there exists a G-closed set F £ B such that p(B-F)<e; and (9) for any s > 0, there exists a G-compact set X £ a such that X 6 B and p(/l -J<) < £. From now on, all topological references on A will be to this topology G. Theorem 1. Let T be a triplet satisfying conditions (6), (7), (8) , and (9).
Consider any sequence of triplets T"=(pn,ef,pn), such that, as n->co, (10) (a) sup {| p"(w) -p(w)\: we A" nK}-»0 for each compact set K E A; and Then IÇT") is lower semicontinuous at T, that is, ICT) zi lim inf ICT").
Proof for ICT) < oo. Consider any e > 0. By absolute continuity of the finite integral, there exists y = y(a) > 0, such that (£) J"/(p(w),o-(w))ííp < s for every /j-measurable set E s A with p(£) < y.
Under conditions (2), (3), (6), and (8), we can apply Lusin's theorem to the set (7)} to obtain a set K with p(A -K)< y, p and o continuous on K, and condition (7) holding for every veK.By conditions (8) and (9), we can take K compact. Put B¡ = (Hi-\JJ<¡Hj)r\K.
The sets B¡ ate disjoint and K = \Jb¡. Also
B¡czH¡nK, so if weB¡, then |p(w) -p(v¡)\ < <5¡/2 and \a(w) -o(v¡)\ < o¡; hence, by condition (7b), f(p(w),cr(w)) -/?,■ + b¡ ■ cr(w) + e. Consequently I(T) < ( \JB¿ j f(p(w),CT(w))dp + s ¡S S (5¡) í (ß, + b¡ ■ o(w) + e)dp + ŝ Z ßip(Bi)+ I bi(Bi)[ o(w)dp + ep(A) + Ë. hence | pn(w) -p(w) \ < 5,-/2, | p"(w) -p(t;¡) | < ö" and thus, by condition (7a), f(p"(w), tf(w)) ^ )S; + b¡ • o"(w). Consequently I(Tn)= (\jMd jf(pn(w),o\w))dpn £(M,.) j(ßi + brc7"(w))dpn > ZßM) -I|A|e/n|j?,-| + ïbriBd jo-(w)dp-I e/n > I(T) -sp(A) -3e.
Thus I(T") is lower semicontinuous at T. We require a substitute for absolute continuity of ¡f(p(w),er(w))dp when /(T)=oo.
Lemma. Suppose that g is a nonnegative, p-measurable function on A, with (A) ¡g(w)dp = co. Then, for any real number k, there exists y = y(k) > Osuch that (E) $g(w)dp > kfor all p-measurable sets E with p(A -E) < y.
Proof of Lemma. Define gr(w) = min [r,g(w)}.
Then gr(w) j" g(w) and (A)jgr(w)dp^> co as r-»co; thus (A) (gr(w)dp>2k for r greater than some
for r > R(k). Thus we have the required result for p(A -E) < k¡(R(k) + 1). Proof of Theorem 1 for ICT) = co. By the lemma, for any k, there exists y > 0 such that (E) J"/(p(w), ff(vv)) dp > 2k for piA -E)<y.
As in the case ICT) < oo, apply Lusin's theorem to get K. Then get H{v), H¡, o¡, ßh b¡, and B¡ as in the case /(T) < oo, but with e = fc/(2 + p(A)). Then 2* < iÖB) j fipiw),o(w))dp = 2 ßoiIBÜ + 2 bt • iB) J* aiw)dp + spiA).
Consider T" as in the case ICT) < co, but with s = k¡(2 + piA)). Then ICT") >2k-&piA) -2e = k.
Remark. For A and p fixed in T, the convergence condition (10b) is satisfied by weak convergence of o" to er in LyiA,p) (and so also by weak convergence in LpiA,u), p>l).
3. The convergence condition (10b). In condition (10b), the regularity of p allows us to replace B by F, the class of closed sets. Under suitable extra conditions, we can replace B by C, any subclass of B.
Theorem 2. Suppose that, as n->co, (10b')inf{|p"(M)-p(C)| + |[(M) ¡er"dp" -(C) ¡adp\ ■ b\:MeB", M £ C} ->0 for each CeC and each beEm. In addition to the assumptions other than (10b) in Theorem 1, let us assume the following.
(11) The mapping p is continuous on A.
(12) For any £ > 0 and any GeG, there exists CeC with its closure Cc£ G, Cc compact, and p(G -C) < e.
Then I(T") is lower semicontinuous at T.
Proof. We proceed at first as in Theorem 1, except that, in the construction of K, we use y/2 instead of y. Also, since p is continuous on ^,|p(w) -p(v)\ < öis,v)/2 for weHiv), not just //(u) CiK. Having reached the construction of H"o¡,fi¡, and b¡, we put <x = max{|/?i|, \b¡\:i = l,2,---h}.
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For any e' > 0, we have, by absolute continuity of the integral, (E) J"| o | dp < e' for p(E) less than some l(e') > 0. By the regularity condition (8), we can take GeG with KsG and p(G -K) < min {X(e /«), e /a, y}. Put G¡ = GnfL..Use condition (12) to take Cy eC with compact closure C\^Gyaná p(Gy -Cy)< y¡2h. Then Gx -C\ e G. Inductively, take C¡eC with compact closure C\ £ Gt-{JJ<t cj and p|Gf-\Jccj-C^<yl2h for i = 2,3, ••« n. The sets C¡ ate disjoint and contained in G, while C¡ £ H¡. Note that they are not the same as B¡ in Theorem 1 ; in particular, C¡eC and C¡ need not be contained in K.
Then
[(l + \cr\)dp < 2e. Hence I(T) < (\JCy) Îf(p,0)dp + E < (\JciDK)Îf(p,cx)dp + 2s á T,(C,r\K) [(ßt + bi •G + È)dp + 2s g Z(C.) f (ßi + b¡ • o)dp -E(C, -K) ( (ßi + bi -o)dp + ep(A) + 2e We now proceed as in Theorem 1, noting that in using inequality (7a), it does not matter that C¡ is not contained in K, because of condition (11).
Note that the requirement that Cc should be compact can be omitted from condition (12) if condition (10a) is strengthened to sup {| p"(w) -piw) | : w e A" n A} -> 0.
4. The convexity condition (7) . Condition (7) could be termed "convexity of /(r,s) in s uniformly in some neighborhood of p(t>)" in view of the following result. Proof. Continuity follows immediately from these inequalities. If / is not convex, then, for some s0, s1; s2eS and some a, 0 < a< 1, we have shows that convexity and continuity in such circumstances is not sufficient for condition (7) . In these cases, the following theorem of Turner [10] , involving a strengthened convexity condition, is of use: Let R be a closed set in En and S a closed convex set in Em such that R xS contains D. Suppose that/(r,s) is a continuous function on R x S, suchthat, as a function of s,f(r,s) is convex and its graph contains no whole straight lines. Then / satisfies condition (7).
However, if (■4") j] an\dp" is bounded, then condition (7) in Theorem 1 can be replaced by the condition that f(r,s) is convex in s and continuous.
Theorem 4. Suppose that (An) (\on\dpn is bounded. Let the conditions of Theorem 1 hold, except that (7) is replaced by (T) f(r,s) is convex in s and continuous on a set R x S as above. Then I(T") is lower semicontinuous at T.
Proof. Let M be an upper bound for L4") J | <t" | c?/í". For any e > 0, put f(r,s) =f(r,s) +e\s\¡2M.
Then fc satisfies Turner's strengthened convexity condition. Consequently (An) ¡fe(pn,cf)dpn is lower semicontinuous at T. Thus I(Tn) + e(An) J* | <7"|dpn/2M > I(T) + e(A) í |a\dp\2M -e/2 for all n sufficiently large. This gives 7(Tn) > I(T) -e. where/and g satisfy the conditions on/in Theorem 1 other than condition (4), and (^4") Jg(p", er") dp" is upper semicontinuous at T. Then f + g satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 1. Consequently, L4") /(/+ g)dp", and so iA") jfdp", are lower semicontinuous at T. Two further useful choices for g are as follows.
(i) g = my + m2\s\x with m., m2 positive constants, a^l, and pn(An), (An) ¡\aa\'dp" continuous at T.
(ii) g = p + q ■ s with p,q constant, and p"iA"), iA") ^o"du" continuous at T.
7. Upper semicontinuity and continuity. A functional ICI") is upper semicontinuous at T if and only if -ICT") is lower semicontinuous at T. Hence conditions sufficient for upper semicontinuity can be obtained from Theorem 1 by reversing the inequalities in conditions (4) and (7); thus, in an appropriate sense,/ would be assumed concave in s.
Continuity is equivalent to lower semicontinuity and upper semicontinuity combined. Consequently, we can obtain sufficient conditions for continuity from Theorem 1 by adding conditions (4) and (7) with reversed inequalities. Thus / would be assumed linear in s. But in order that conditions (4) and (4) reversed should not make /trivial, we must use some relaxation of condition (4), as discussed in §6.
Thus, in Theorem 1, if condition (7) is strengthened to [March Let o = dv/dp; then a is p-integrable and jadp = v. The triplets T= (p,a,p) are now determined by the curves p.
Since each mapping p is of bounded variation, p(A) is finite. Each measure p is G-regular by the general theory of [4]. Condition (9) is trivial here. Condition (12) with C = G follows from (ff4) of [4].
The function f(r,s) will be assumed to be positively homogeneous of degree one in s, so we shall consider the appropriate weakening of condition (10b) in §5. We shall prove that uniform convergence in p is sufficient for that condition in Theorem 2 with C = G. We can now deduce immediately from Theorem 2 the Tonelli-Turner theorem: Let f(r, s) be nonnegative, positively homogeneous of degree one in s, convex in s in the sense (7), and such that f(p,dv/dp) is measurable. Then the integral (A) $f(p, dv/dp)dp is lower semicontinuous with respect to uniform convergence in p.
9 Nonparamctric curve integrals. Let each set A be a compact interval [a,b] in Ey with the relative Euclidean topology G. Let p be Lebesgue measure on A. Consider absolutely continuous mappings X: A ~» Em. Put p(w) = (w,X(w)); thus n = m +1, and our mappings p are essentially nonparametric curves in Em+i. Take ff(w) = Z'(w); then o is integrable and [a,ß] ¡o dp = Xiß) -Xiot) for intervals [a,jS] £ [a,£>].
Conditions (6), (8) , and (9) are obviously satisfied. An elementary construction shows that condition (12) is satisfied with C = G.
We consider a convergence on X sufficient for condition (lOb')lwith C =.G. Consequently l(M) fcdp -(G) f ^'dp I < (M) ÍLYB' -Z')dp| + e = 2Z\Xniw)-Xiw)\+E < 2Ne¡N + s = 3s
since there are not more than 2JV endpoints w, of the closed nonoverlapping intervals making up M. We can now deduce from Theorem 2 and §6 the standard semicontinuity theorem :
Let /(w,p,s): EyxEm x Em -> Ey be bounded below, convex in s in the sense' (7), and such that/(w,Z(w),A"(w)) is measurable on A. Then the integra (A) Jf(w,X,X')dp is lower semicontinuous with respect to the convergence an^a, bn-*b, sup{| Xn(w) -X(w)\: weA" n A} ->0.
10. Parametric curve integrals involving higher derivatives. Cinquini [5] , [6] deals with variational problems for invariant curve integrals of functions involving derivatives up to the third order. We shall relate our theorems to Cinquini's results for semicontinuity in these cases.
Second order problems. Corresponding to the second order problems of [5] , we have the following system. The sets A are the same compact interval in Ey, with G the Euclidean topology. Let X be any absolutely continuous mapping from A to E3 such that, when parametrized by its arc length I, X' = dXjdl is also absolutely continuous. Put p = (X, X') and a = X' A X" where A denotes the vector product in £3; thus n = 6, m = 3. Each measure p corresponds to the arc length /. The total length L= p(A) is finite by absolute continuity of X.
We consider Cinquini's convergence of such X. A sequence X" converges to X with L>0 if
Here l'n = dln/dl with /" treated as a function of I, but X'" = dX"jdl"; the supremum is taken over w eA. If L= 0, that is, X is constant, then we require sup | Xn(w) -X | + sup | Xn(wy) -X'n(w2) | -> 0 where the first supremum is over A, the second over pairs of points in A. If we restrict considerations to a class on which (A) J|^"| dp is bounded, then this convergence satisfies the condition (10b') in Theorem 2 with C = G. Indeed, essentially the same method as Cinquini's in [5, p. 33 ] proves Theorem 7. // a sequence X" converges to X in Cinquini's sense, and (A) j\X"\dp" is bounded, then, for each GeG,
We can now deduce from Theorem 2 the semicontinuity theorem used by Cinquini: Let f(p, q, s) : E3 x E3 X E3 -* Ey be nonnegative, convex in s in the sense (7), and such that f(X,X',X' f\X") is p-measurable. Then the integral (A) j f(X,X',X'AX")dp is lower semicontinuous with respect to Cinquini's convergence in any class in which (A) j\X"\dp is bounded.
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Third order problems. Take the sets A as the same compact interval in £«, with G the Euclidean topology. Let X be any absolutely continuous mapping from A to £3 such that, when parametrized by its arc length I, X' = dX¡dl and X" = d2X¡dl2 are also absolutely continuous. We put p = iX,X',X' /\X") and a = X' f\X'"; thus n = 9 and m = 3. Each measure p corresponds to the arc length /. nhX"fdpn-iG)\x'hX'"dp :MeB", M£G -»-0.
We can now deduce from Theorem 2 Cinquini's semicontinuity theorem for third order problems;
Let fip, q, t, s) : £3 x £3 x £3 x £3 -► £t be nonnegative, convex in s in the sense (7), and such that fiX,X',X' AX",X' AX'") is p-measurable. Then the integral iA) §fiX,X',X' /\X",X' f\X'")dp is lower semicontinuous with respect to Cinquini's convergence above. Let er = dv/dp; then a is p-integrable and §cdp = v. The triplets (p,ff,p) are now determined by the surfaces p.
Since each mapping p is of bounded variation, p(A) is finite. Each measure p is G-regular by the general theory of The function f(r,s) will be assumed positively homogeneous of degree one in s, so we shall consider the weakening of condition (10b) discussed in §5. We shall extract part of Theorem 1 of [12] to show that uniform convergence of p is sufficient for that condition in Theorem 2 with C = G. Let f(r, s) be nonnegative, positively homogeneous of degree one in s, convex in s in the sense (7), and such that f(p,dv/dp) is measurable. Then the integral (.4) lf(p,dvjdp)dp is lower semicontinuous with respect to uniform convergence in p.
Nonparametric integrals.
Let the sets A be the same open set in Ek with finite Lebesgue fc-measure p. Take G as the Euclidean topology on A.
Consider mappings X : A -> E¡ which are continuous and absolutely continuous in the sense of Tonelli. Thus, for each coordinate w¡ of we A, dX ¡dwi exists p-almost everywhere in A, is p-integrable, and I dX/dwi dwi = XWt=sß-XWl=x for each segment {a g w¡ = ß} in A on p*-almost every line parallel to the w¡ axis. Here p* is Lebesgue (k -l)-measure; if k = 1, then we take p* as enumeration.
Put piw) = (w, Xiw)). Thus n = k + I. In the case k = 1, our mappings p are p essentially nonparametric curves on A in £/ + 1. In the case Z = l, our mappings are essentially nonparametric hypersurfaces on A in Ek+1.
Put a = X' = [ÔX ¡dWi]. This is a matrix of order kxl, but here we treat it as a vector of dimension kl.
The Lebesgue measure p is G-regular. Indeed, the closed set F in the regularity condition can be taken compact, since its compact intersections F" with the spheres {w: \w\ z^n} have p(£")-» p(£) ; thus condition (9) is satisfied. We use this compact regularity of p to show that condition (12) is satisfied with C = G. Proof. By absolute continuity of the integral, for any £ > 0, there exists y(fi) > 0 such that (£) J"| X' | dp < s for p(£) < y(fi). Let £ be a compact subset of G with p(G -£) < min{£,y(fi)}. The open set G is the union of a countable number of open intervals. A finite number of those intervals covers £. These can be contracted to closed intervals still covering £, and then decomposed into closed nonoverlapping intervals /. Then p(G -\J I) < e and y(fi). Hence -\JDJX'
(G-U-0 I X'dp | < e»
Consider n such that sup {| X"iw) -Xiw) | : w e IJ /*} < £ / Z P*0*) where /* is the boundary of /. Now \(i)j(x'"-x')dp \ = T,\(i)jd(x"-x)¡dwi dp\ g(/*) j \xn-x\dp* so \i\Jl) )(X'" -X')dp\<e. Consequently | p( IJ I) -PÍG) | + | ( IJ I) ÏKdp -(G) jx'dp | < 3s.
